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A. Amazon Kinesis Data Streams
B. AWSLambda
C. Amazon Kinesis Data Analytics
D. Amazon Kinesis Data Firehose
E. Amazon EC2
Answer: A,C

Explanation:
Explanation
Kinesis Data Streams and Kinesis Client Library (KCL) - Data
from the data source can be continuously captured and streamed
in near real-time using Kinesis Data Streams.
With the Kinesis Client Library (KCL), you can build your own
application that can preprocess the streaming data as they
arrive and emit the data for generating incremental views and
downstream analysis.
Kinesis Data Analytics - This service provides the easiest way
to process the data that is streaming through Kinesis Data
Stream or Kinesis Data Firehose using SQL. This enables
customers to gain actionable insight in near real-time from the
incremental stream before storing it in Amazon S3.
https://d1.awsstatic.com/whitepapers/lambda-architecure-on-forbatch-aws.pdf

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which OSPF option can you configure to connect two parts of a
partitioned backbone through a nonbackbone area?
A. an NSSA
B. a virtual link
C. a static OSPF neighbor
D. route summarization
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which application is used to create an asset from an Item
Master record?
A. Assets
B. IT Asset Classifications
C. Item Master
D. Asset Templates
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
An administrator is replacing the current access switches with
AOS-CX switches. The access layer switches must authenticate
user and networking devices connecting to them. Some devices
support no form of authentication, and some support 802.1X.
Some ports have a VoIP phone and a PC connected to the same
port, where the PC is connected to the data port of the phone
and the phone's LAN port is connected to the switch.
Which statement is correct about this situation?
A. The client-limit setting for port access needs to be changed
B. 802.1X must be configured to work in fallback mode

C. Device mode should be implemented
D. Device fingerprinting is required for authentication
Answer: B
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